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Backen ohne Eier, Butter und Milch – geht das überhaupt? Ja!Die 70 Rezepte für Kuchen,

Torten, Pies und allerlei kleine Köstlichkeiten wie Brownies und Cake Pops in diesem Buch

sind der Beweis: Die vegane Backkunst ist unfassbar vielfältig und unglaublich lecker. Food-

Bloggerin Bianca Zapatka teilt ihre absoluten Lieblingsrezepte von einfachen Rührkuchen über

Käsekuchen-Variationen und traumhafte Torten mit viel frischem Obst bis hin zu handlichen

Muffins, Mini-Törtchen und Keksen. Hilfreiche Tipps zum gelingsicheren veganen Backen,

Wissenswertes zu pflanzlichem Ei- und Milchersatz inklusive einer Umrechnungstabelle für

verschiedene Backformen und -größen bieten die perfekte Grundlage für alle Hobbybäcker,

Anfänger und Fans der veganen Küche!Mehr Informationen finden Sie unter: vegetarisch-und-

vegan.de

“Fred Bollaci’s The Restaurant Diet with its smart educated choices will revolutionize the world

of dieting. As a chef and restaurant owner, I am excited to be part of this game changing book

and way of life where fine-dining restaurants are a conscious dieter’s friend.” --Gabriel

Kreuther, Executive Chef, Owner Michelin Starred Restaurants, James Beard award-winner --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.The Restaurant DietHow to Eat Out Every Night and Still Lose WeightBy Fred

BollaciMango Media, Inc.ContentsForeword by Dick Smothers,Letter from Fred's Personal

Physician and Cardiologist, Dr. Gene E. Myers, MD, FACC,A Letter from Fred's Nutritionist,

Maureen Buchbinder, Nutrition and Health Coach, Educator, and Chef,Letter from Fred's
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Gourmet Weight-Loss Plan,Chapter One Solving the Restaurant Problem,Chapter Two Phase

One—Beginning,Chapter Three Phase Two—Opportunity,Chapter Four Phase Three—

Challenge,Chapter Five Phase Four—Achievement,Chapter Six Summary of Key Weight-Loss

Tips,Chapter Seven Conclusion,PART TWO RECIPES,Chapter Eight Recipes from Some of

My Favorite Restaurants,Chapter Nine A Few of Fred's Favorite Healthy Gourmet
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Fred Bollaci,CHAPTER 1Solving the Restaurant ProblemSuccessful dieting in a restaurant is a

lot more than a matter of willpower, planning, choices, and self-control. It is all of these things,

plus the added requirement of learning how to embrace losing weight by going out in public

and dealing with people who will be preparing and serving you a substance you've likely had

major problems with — food. You have to train them to help you, not tempt you. This can be

done in a nice, but firm way. You don't want to come across as a jerk, but you don't want to be

afraid to speak up, either. For years, I was afraid of what other people thought of me, so I often

wouldn't say anything — even if keeping quiet had been against my best interests. To succeed,

I needed to change how I conducted myself.Learning to lose weight in restaurants is partly a

social skill that can be learned and practiced. I liken this to how our parents teach us etiquette

or enroll us in classes when we are kids — so we know how to go out into the world and

behave like ladies and gentlemen, rather than barbarians. People who work in restaurants will

be far more responsive and cooperative to someone who is civilized and well-mannered than

not.The first time I sat down in a gourmet restaurant with my mom as a little kid, I saw at least

five forks in front of me and started to cry. My mother had to teach me how to use these



utensils. There is a proper etiquette to dining out: saying please and thank you; knowing which

fork to use and where to rest your knife; and things like chewing with your mouth closed, using

your napkin, etc.It is important to have good social skills and physical presentation for a variety

of reasons. Mainly, though, if you are overweight there might be some stereotypical

perceptions from the restaurant staff that work against your favor. As an obese person, I was

frequently ridiculed in both my personal and professional lives. I can attest that fat people are

often treated worse than thin people. We need to work harder to overcome perceptions and act

comfortable in our skin. In business or anything in life, you need to play the part in order to gain

respect. If you are well dressed, polished, and presentable, you are already halfway there.Your

goal is to win over the restaurant folks by being as engaging, open, polite, and respectful as

possible. You want them to want to help you. You want to be welcomed with open arms, not

shunned. As a formerly overweight diner, I used to think I was expected to order a lot; first,

because I wanted to eat it; second, because I thought the folks in the restaurant would find it

odd that someone fat would not want to eat; and third, because I had done it for so long at

many of the same restaurants, I thought it was expected. I used to think the owners, chefs, or

staff who I tipped based upon the large amount I ordered (and large check) would be offended

if I started ordering less. In my family growing up, some of my older Italian relatives were truly

offended if we didn't clean our plates! Combine the fear of offending your grandparents, aunts,

uncles, or whomever with mind-blowingly delicious food, and we have a problem. I thought this

was the way the world worked. For many years, I ate out many times a week, and frequently

ordered and ate too much. I was a regular at many restaurants where the staff knew me and

treated me well, serving me everything I ordered and telling me about fattening specials, since

they knew I would likely try them. Many places made a lot of money having me as their guest,

and the staff members were well tipped based upon how much I ordered and ate. Changing my

mindset and attitude was the first step towards changing my entire restaurant experience,

which would enable me to be comfortable in restaurants — both the old and familiar as well as

the new and make these places part of my successful weight loss.I was at my heaviest weight

ever. I wanted to lose weight. How was I going to do it? I decided from day one that I needed to

walk in with a positive and determined attitude and share with the folks at the restaurant that I

was seriously trying to lose weight and wanted them to work with me so I could continue to

enjoy dining there. A hallmark of great service is knowing your customer. People used to

assume I wanted to eat a lot when I was fat — especially at many of the restaurants I

frequented, where I often ordered and ate way too much food. Whether I was going to eat

someplace where I was known as an overeater, or someplace new, I needed to change that

perception and broadcast loud and clear what I was doing. I needed to introduce people to the

"new me" and, in many cases, reintroduce myself to people who knew the old me. I had to let

the world know I was now the guy who was getting healthier, changing his life, and developing

a more positive relationship with food. Anybody who didn't understand or like it — that was their

problem. I was determined to keep eating out but I was going to eat better, and eat less. I was

going on a diet unlike any other. I was finally doing it my way!As the customer, it is your

prerogative to tell the folks at any restaurant what you need and want, and how you need them

to work with you. For example, in a nice way you will want to ask them not to bring bread to

your table or to stop them from telling you about the twelve-layer chocolate cake for dessert.If

you are among the many people who have a long history of overeating and failed attempts at

dieting, you are extremely vulnerable to mistreatment and neglect at a restaurant — even if the

folks working there don't realize it. I know firsthand how one little comment can throw off an

otherwise successful day and send you into a tailspin. It will take practice to become partners



with restaurants, but it is well worth it. The majority of your experiences are likely to be

wonderful, and you will find pleasure in the food and the camaraderie. However, if the people in

the restaurant have a negative attitude towards you, then move on. If you are uncomfortable in

any restaurant for any reason, or have difficulty controlling yourself, or you come across an

owner, manager, or staff member who is less than accommodating, go somewhere else. No

matter how good the food might be, it's not worth the aggravation or temptation — there are

many other fine establishments with food just as good that would warmly receive

you.Especially early on, be cautious when dining with others. You'll want to eat with people who

respect your goal and your need not to have food pushed on you. Preferably, you'll find friends,

colleagues, or family members who will be glad to join you, and respect your request that they

work with you. If you are uncomfortable dining with anyone or in any situation, it is perfectly

alright to politely excuse yourself. Lastly, avoid dining with anyone who is an overeater, that you

may have overeaten with in the past, and who is not interested in changing their habits. Why

subject yourself to the added pressure? You need to maintain as much control over your

environment as possible in order to succeed.What about fast food establishments? The

strategy of making the staff, chefs, and owners partners in your weight-loss success story is of

course better suited to fine dining establishments and family-run operations, than it is to fast

food restaurants. While I am not a big fan of fast food, there are times when fast food is the

only convenient option. Yes, you can occasionally eat fast food, but you need to choose

selectively. Fast food restaurants frequently offer many unhealthy choices and the staff isn't

interested in your desire to lose weight.Here, especially, we are responsible for making the

right choices, often in a hurry, and from a large menu board filled with many unhealthy choices.

Still, most fast food restaurants offer some healthy options, and many also have nutritional

information available which will soon be required to be conspicuously posted in chains

nationwide, making your life much easier. It takes a little effort, but you can navigate even a fast

food establishment by taking a little extra time to review the nutritional information and make

healthy choices. In fact, before going to any restaurant, you should get into the habit of doing a

little research and making your choices before you get to the restaurant. I will show you how in

the coming chapters.For success at a fast food establishment, I suggest always having a few

"go-to" items that you can eat in a pinch, like a salad with low-fat dressing, a healthy wrap, or

grilled chicken sandwich, for times like when you are rushing between business meetings or

running through an airport to catch a plane and haven't had time for a proper meal. Although

my focus and passion is on eating in gourmet restaurants, we all find ourselves from time to

time in a situation where fast food is the only option available. I know, the above options may

not sound as enticing as a burger with fries, but at least you will have put something healthy

and nutritious in your stomach rather than blow it on a meal that contains as many calories as

you wish to consume in an entire day. If you think smartly ahead on this, and can hold off while

traveling, then you will have a gourmet meal awaiting you when you arrive at your

destination.TOP DIETING TIPSFor your convenience, I've provided a list of my Top Dining Out

Tips — your very own starter's guide to eating out and losing weight. It arms you with a

strategic plan to help make losing weight in restaurants easier. Fortunately, in today's world we

can let our fingers, web browsers, and apps do most of the work for us. Gone are the days

when dieters had to awkwardly carry around a book and look up calories or point values, make

often inaccurate guesses, or blindly worry about whether we are "being good." Today, we can

map out our entire meal in just a couple minutes before we leave our home or office.1. Review

the menu and plan in advance whenever possible. Many restaurants post their menus online,

others may e-mail or fax you a copy of the menu at your request. If you want to know the daily



specials, or have any special requests as far as a specific item or special preparation, a phone

call in advance is a good idea. I always try to do my "due diligence" by looking over the menu

and figuring out what I am going to eat before leaving for the restaurant. Make realistic

selections for your proposed meal, and then plug the foods you are planning to eat into a

calorie counting program or app, such as Livestrong.com; you can determine if your choices

are within the calorie budget you will adopt in Phase One with the help of your medical

practitioner. If the restaurant has "heart-healthy" or reduced calorie menu items with the

calories listed, take advantage of them. Some restaurants publicize their calorie counts, but if

your restaurant or the exact dish is not listed, make well-reasoned estimates. Taking a little

time and thinking before you go out, order, and eat will save you in the long run. Know before

you leave the house what you are going to have, and stick with your plan. Print or take home a

"to-go" copy of the menu with your selections circled and calorie estimates written down and

save them in a folder at home for easy future reference. In the rare exception that you are

unable to view the menu in advance, ask for a menu when you arrive at the restaurant. Take it

outside and look over it. If you don't have the luxury of pre-planning for a particular meal, have

your smartphone handy with your calorie counting app and see if what you are planning to eat

is within your budget before you decide to order. Walking in knowing what you're going to have

and then vetting those choices is your best bet.2. Further to number one, after you eat, be sure

to log everything you consumed in your calorie counting app (such as Livestrong.com). Be sure

to plug the food/calories you consumed into your app after each meal. (In many cases, I did it

before I even went to the restaurant, and I would simply follow along, so my meal was a well-

planned roadmap.) This is helpful especially early on when you are new to this. I mention

Livestrong specifically because it is the primary program I used throughout my weight loss, in

addition to several other calorie analyzing software I used to calculate calories in recipes I

made at home, which I will share later. There are other programs and apps available; my

advice is to try using several for a few days and see which one works best for you.3. Look for

things that are baked, broiled, grilled, pan-seared, poached, or roasted, as opposed to fried or

sautéed.4. Look for sauces, soups, and preparations without butter or heavy cream.5. Don't be

afraid to ask questions about how a food is prepared or what ingredients are in it. Not

everything is obvious. For example, "Seafood Chowder" doesn't clarify whether or not there is

butter or cream.6. Avoid dishes with sugar (especially Phase One) and fattening desserts.7.

Pairings are important: If you are trying to be healthy, choose a light pasta or a fish or meat

dish, not both.8. Order colorful foods: Foods that are "colorful" often have more vitamins and

are healthier than their less colorful counterparts. For example, a sweet potato is much better

for you than a white potato. Sweet potatoes are loaded with vitamins A and C and beta-

carotene. Vegetables like multi-colored peppers are great roasted and are full of vitamins;

Swiss and rainbow chard are also great options.9. Don't go out to eat while starving. It's best to

have a couple of light, healthy snacks during the day in addition to your main meals. Never

allow yourself to get to the point of being famished. If you are really hungry, have a handful of

grapes, cherries, or strawberries a few minutes before you go out, or drink a glass of water.

This will take the edge off so you don't arrive at the restaurant famished.10. Stop eating before

you are stuffed. (This goes for eating out and at home.)11. Timing is important. Don't go out to

eat late in the evening, unless you plan to be up to take a walk and digest before bed. Plan to

finish dinner two hours before bed and be sure to leave enough time to take a leisurely walk

after you eat. If you are traveling or have to eat late, make a point to walk afterwards. People

who work late hours often fit a workout into their day, before dinner. Another timing tip is to go

when the restaurant is less crowded, if possible; try to avoid the ever-popular 7:30 p.m. dinner



reservation. Going a bit earlier or later will likely result in a more relaxed experience, where the

restaurant's staff is more likely to "get it right" the first time. In the event anything gets lost in

translation (like a sauce ends up on the meat or fish instead of on the side), politely send it

back; you are the customer and you are entitled to get your food the way you ordered it.12.

When you arrive at the restaurant, start by introducing yourself to your server and staff. Politely

them that you are trying to lose weight and you would appreciate their help and assistance —

before anyone starts describing the decadent chocolate cake. Meet the manager, chef, and

owner. If you are already a regular customer, tell them why you would like to continue

patronizing their restaurant (the food, the atmosphere, you have been dining there for years,

etc.). If you are trying the restaurant for the first time, tell them that and let them know you will

be happy to return if the experience is good.13. Be polite and friendly to everyone — smile.

Most restaurant owners, chefs, and staff will be glad to work with a customer who has a good

attitude and is looking to get well. People also like a comeback story. Smart restaurant owners

would prefer to help a customer than lose a customer.14. Eat either in the bar area or in the

restaurant — not both. Starting at the bar with a drink (and possibly snacks or tapas) and then

sitting down in the dining room is a temptation to drink and eat more than you need to. It's easy

to lose track of what you've eaten or continue to pile on. Occasionally, I would just eat tapas, or

small plates, in the bar area with a glass of wine. (Refer to the discussion about the pros and

cons of Happy Hour dining in the next chapter.) Some Happy Hour menus offer great values

and healthy choices.15. Avoid salty nuts and chips. The salt causes thirst and makes you retain

water; salt may also lead to hypertension. Nuts and chips are a favorite "freebie" at bars, which

encourages you to eat continuously as bowls are refilled — and also order more high-calorie

drinks. Nuts aren't bad per se, in moderation. Chips, however, are essentially high in fat and

calories and are lacking in nutritional value. If you are considering guacamole, many

restaurants serve it with fresh vegetable crudités as a healthy alternative to nachos.16.

Consider choosing restaurants you are familiar with — at least in the beginning. You will have a

comfort level and idea about the kinds of foods they offer, and people may know you. If this is

the case and they view you as an overeater, it is important that you change this perception

immediately by telling them that you are in the process of losing weight and want to continue to

eat there — only you need to eat healthier. However, you should avoid any restaurants that

have been particularly problematic in terms of overeating or too much temptation with high-

calorie foods, especially in the beginning. Some people prefer trying places they have never

been and hence where they have no history of overeating. I first went to familiar restaurants

and then tried new ones. I found it much easier because I felt comfortable at these restaurants

and knew the staff, chefs, and owners at many of them quite well. In fact, the very first night of

my weight loss I dined at Morton's of Chicago (see the next chapter for an illustration of how I

dined there). Each of us is different. You'll have to go out, try it, and decide what works best for

you.(Continues...)Excerpted from The Restaurant Diet by Fred Bollaci. Copyright © 2018 Fred

Bollaci Enterprises, LLC. Excerpted by permission of Mango Media, Inc..All rights reserved. No

part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the

publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to

this web site. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverIf you love to eat

out but are trying to lose weight, dining out in restaurants no longer needs to be a harrowing

experience. The Restaurant Diet is a safe and effective four-phase plan that doesn't involve any

culinary sacrifices whatsoever. Author Fred Bollaci shows you how to make restaurants

partners in your weight loss success �not your enemy. Fred not only offers advice on what to

select from a restaurant menu, he also serves up more than one hundred delectable, hand-



selected recipes from America’s most celebrated establishments �including several Michelin-

starred restaurants �that you can make right at home. The Restaurant Diet is divided into four

easy-tofollow phases: • Phase One, Beginning: Benvenuto! Enjoy foods like steak, shrimp,

lobster, fish, chicken, turkey, lamb, veal, pork, eggs, salads, grains, fruits, vegetables �and even

a glass of wine with dinner! • Phase Two, Opportunity: Buon appetito! In addition to everything

in Phase One, you can add in a serving of pasta, pizza, and bread, as well as one dessert

other than fruit or yogurt. • Phase Three, Challenge: Divertiti! Incorporate an additional one

hundred calories per week into your plan and burn calories even faster when you exercise. •

Phase Four, Achievement: Mangia! You now have control of what you choose from a menu,

have lost weight and are maintaining it, and can even splurge on a treat once on a while! --This

text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorFred Bollaci is an entrepreneur, world

traveler, sommelier, and international healthy gourmet lifestyle, food, wine, travel, and fitness

expert who has enjoyed the gourmet lifestyle since childhood. Fred grew up on Long Island

and currently resides in Delray Beach, Florida. He has spent numerous summers traveling

extensively throughout Italy and Europe. An attorney concentrating on trusts and estates,

foundations, partnerships, real estate, elder law, and other business matters, Fred has a law

practice that services Florida’s Gold Coast (Boca Raton/Palm Beach/Ft. Lauderdale/Miami)

and Gulf Coast (Sarasota, Naples and Greater Tampa Bay). Fred is a frequent guest

motivational speaker and is available for speaking engagements for private groups as well as

organizations, and is available for personalized consultations, in-person or via phone or Skype.

Since the spring of 2015, Fred has been a columnist for the quarterly Appetite and writes about

his Golden Palate lifestyle for the luxury lifestyle contemporary arts and culture magazine

VENU.Comedian, musician, and actor Dick Smothers is half of the legendary comedy team,

The Smothers Brothers, with his older brother Tom. The duo, which recorded many successful

comedy albums, starred in the sitcom The Smothers Brothers Show and the variety show The

Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour. He appeared in the Martin Scorcese film Casino, among

others. He lives in Sarasota, Florida. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review“As a

long-time food and wine writer, as well as lawyer and vintner, I have spent over 20 years

studying health and nutrition with some of the country’s best academics, nutritionists, and

chefs. I know of no other book that offers its readers the opportunity to learn how to remain

healthy without giving up the pleasure that dining out brings. Fred’s book is a smorgasbord of

sweet suggestions.” ~ Monty Preiser, Publisher of The Preiser Key to Napa and Sonoma and

Shadowbox Cellars, Co-Founder of The American Fine Wine Competition, Veteran Food &

Wine Writer "Thank you, Fred, for telling the world that restaurants and their chefs want

nothing more than to make their customers happy! This is an excellent guide for everyone who

enjoys dining out." ~ Amy Chamberlain, Chef/Owner, The Perfect Wife Restaurant and Tavern,

#1 VT Chef "Es Maravilloso. I have had the privilege of experiencing one of these

unforgettable, easy to implement, restaurant luncheons with Fred. If you’re someone that is

always on the move and eats out at restaurants a lot, or someone that wants to learn new ways

of healthier eating without the sacrifice of foods we all love, this is a must read!" ~ Cemi

Guzman, Hollywood Producer of "Hold On," Actor and Model --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Read more
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Raoul D, “Sollte in keiner Küche fehlen, auch für Nicht-Vegan lebende Menschen super!. Wie in

allen ihrer Bücher schafft es Bianca Zapatka, „Altbewährtes“ und auch völlig neues in vegane

Rezepte umzuwandeln, die auf jedem Skill-Level gelingen. Damit leistet sie meiner Meinung

nach einen immensen Beitrag für die vegane Community, da ihre Kochbücher viele Fragen

beantworten wie: was kann man denn dann noch essen, ist das nicht teuer, jeden Tag kochen?

Dafür hab ich keine Zeit, schmeckt das überhaupt usw usw.Ich habe ihre Bücher alle daheim

und habe sie schon mehrfach verschenkt, weil sie einfach genial sind. Und genial einfach. Tolle

Fotos und die Rezepte sind verständlich, nachvollziehbar und simpel geschrieben. Absolute

Empfehlung, auch (oder besonders für) für Leute, die sich gerade erst ganz frisch mit dem

Thema auseinandersetzen und nicht recht wissen, wie und wo sie anfangen sollen.”

T. S., “Fancy und Lecker. Ich bin großer Bianka Zapatka-Fan und habe, seit ich über ihr erstes

Buch gestolpert bin, jedes weitere Kochbuch erworben. Natürlich kann man alle Rezepte auch

in ihrem Rezeptblog nachlesen und kochen, ich bin da aber eher Oldskool und habe einen

Kochbuch-Faible. Somit musste auch dieses Kochbuch her. Gerade in COVID-Zeiten habe ich

doch wesentlich mehr gebacken als davor, die Investition hat sich also gelohnt. Von Rühr- und

Käsekuchen über Torten und Gebäck ist für jeden Geschmack etwas dabei. Kalorien zählen

darf man hier allerdings nicht :)”

(Enttäuschter) Ebook Tops Kunde, “Sehr schönes, inspirierendes Buch. Sehr viele, einfach

umzusetzende Rezepte. Jedes Rezept kann alternativ auch mit anderen Zutaten variiert

werden - und gerade diese Variationen sind für jedes Rezept gesondert hervorgehoben. Das

hebt dieses Buch von vielen anderen ab. Wir freuen uns bereits, möglichst vieles davon

auszuprobieren, nur die Frage wer das alles Essen soll ist offen :DDanke für dieses Buch.”

Matt F., “Wundervolles veganes Kochbuch mit Liebe zum Detail. Wie alle weiteren veganen

Kochbücher von Bianca Zapatka ist auch dieses Buch super schön und inspirierend mit viel

Liebe zum Detail. Habe sofort angefangen los zu backen.Ich war lange auf der Suche nach

einfachen, veganen Rezepten und in Ihren Büchern findet man was das Herz begehrt. Kann

das Buch nur weiterempfehlen!”

The book by Bianca Zapatka has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 56 people have provided feedback.
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